
Savoir Yoga Teacher Training Season 3 
200 Hour Mat-Intensive & Teacher Training 

“The only real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new landscapes,  
but in having new eyes.” 

January 6th - April 16th, 2017… in Vancouver, BC. 

2OO HOUR YOGA TEACHER TRAINING 
Savoir training is designed to focus on the foundation of Yoga: Awareness.  

Awaken to a deep understanding of the mechanics of anatomy in a yoga pose and how it ignites 
potential energy alignment. Use Philosophy and Mythology to recognize how to transcend the 
human struggle of every day suffering. Breathing is the cornerstone  
for presence; learn how to weave meditation into mental stillness.  

Featuring small, intimate programs with at least 5o hours of practical teaching experience. 

See what our Savants think of our program: Images & Testimonials 
https://www.yogaalliance.org/SchoolPublicProfile?sid=1214&lid=1214 

Three lntensive Modules (6 Weekends) 

January 6th - April 16th, 2017 

Module One 
January 6-9, 13-15 

Module Two 
February 10-13, 17-19 

Module Three  
April 7-10, 14-16 

Tuition 
$2,850* (tax inc.) 

*Includes $600 savings for full payment.
Instalment payments available. 
Partial scholarships available. 
Please inquire for details. 



 

 

Curriculum includes:  
Life Practice: 
 
-Lifestyle: The living art of yoga 
-Asana: The seat of stillness in the physical practice 
-Pranayama: Harnessing the current of breath 
-Meditation: Blur the lines between mind and matter 
-Kriya: Yogic cleansing techniques for health and longevity 
-Hands on workshop: Be confident in why you adjust someone if at all. 
 
Essential Tools: 
-Teaching skills: Breaking down each posture anatomically and energetically so the student can break 
down any posture for themselves and others. Verbal cues and body language to move a group of any size 
through yoga flow.  Active listening and holding space so others can find & define change. Manage your 
energy and give conscientious hands on adjustments. 
 
Class Structure: 
 -Creative sequencing and safety through any style of practice, and arranging class setup and theme 
related to music or intention.  
-Myth or Legend: Add dimension to the study and practice of yoga by venturing into ancient hindu stories 
to reveal a depth and purpose to the sanskrit names of the poses. 
-Bhagavad Gita: The internal and external war for the souls’ decision between ego and spirit. Study the 
primary text of what yoga really is 
-Physical & Energetic Anatomy: Learn the major muscles responsible for  
the actions of the joints inside yoga poses, and sensitize to the energetic circuitry sustaining life in each 
expression of asana. 
-Business of Yoga: Grow your business and market yourself depending on  
how far down the rabbit hole you wanna go. 
 
The ExtraOrdinary (Workshops): 
•Quantum Physics: Sample the spaciousness behind everything. 
Practicing more Life: 
•Qi-Gong: Simple techniques to move energy in the stagnancy of fear. 
•Voice Projection:Learn how to stand rooted in your genuine words as a  
teacher with integrity & confidence..Find your authentic voice. 
•Consciousness workshops: Beneath the surface of each posture lives awareness, 
uncover who you are, when you’re not looking for yourself the physical practice. 


